Study of the spin-spin interactions between the metal centers of Desulfovibrio gigas aldehyde oxidoreductase: identification of the reducible sites of the [2Fe-2S]1+,2+ clusters.
The aldehyde oxidoreductase from Desulfovibrio gigas belongs to the family of molybdenum hydroxylases. Besides a molybdenum cofactor which constitutes their active site, these enzymes contain two [2Fe-2S](2+,1+) clusters which are believed to transfer the electrons provided by the substrate to an acceptor which is either a FAD group or an electron-transferring protein. When the three metal centers of D. gigas AOR are simultaneously paramagnetic, splittings due to intercenter spin-spin interactions are visible when the EPR spectra are recorded at low temperatures. By studying quantitatively these interactions with a model based on the X-ray crystal structure, which takes into consideration the interactions between the magnetic moments carried by all the metal sites of the system, it is possible to determine the location of the reducible sites of the [2Fe-2S] clusters. When combined with the electron-transfer pathways proposed on the basis of the X-ray crystal structure, the results provide a detailed description of the electron-transfer system of D. gigas AOR.